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The Storm Sister (Seven Sisters Book 2)
The legends of the Seven Sisters of the Pleiades that poets, priests, prophets, shamans,
storytellers, artists, singers, and historians have told throughout time are retold in this
compilation of the stories that have found their inspiration in nine beautiful stars clustered
together in the night sky. While particular attention in this cross-cultural study is paid to the
influence of the Pleiades cluster on the living traditions of indigenous people in North America,
Australia, Japan, and the Pacific, much ancient mythology passed down through written and
visual sources from ancient Egypt, India, Greece, and South America is also explored.
Appearances of the myths in the modern world are also mentioned, including American
presidential elections, Halloween, Atlantis, the Titanic, and Subaru automobiles. Serious
astronomical research complements the variety of mythological explanations for the stars'
existence by providing the modern world's scientific understanding of them.
Note to readers: In the UK, this book is published under the title Hothouse Flower. From
beloved New York Times bestselling author Lucinda Riley, a “sweeping, poignant saga that will
enthrall fans of The House at Riverton, Rebecca, and Downton Abbey” (Shelf Awareness).
Spanning from the 1930s to the present day, from the Wharton Park estate in England to
Thailand, this sweeping novel tells the tale of a concert pianist and the aristocratic Crawford
family, whose shocking secrets are revealed, leading to devastating consequences. As a child,
concert pianist Julia Forrester spent many idyllic hours in the hothouse of Wharton Park, the
grand estate reminiscent of Downton Abbey where her grandfather tended exotic orchids.
Years later, while struggling with overwhelming grief over the death of her husband and young
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child, she returns to this tranquil place. There she reunites with Kit Crawford, heir to the estate
and her possible salvation. When they discover an old diary, Julia seeks out her grandmother
to learn the truth behind a love affair that almost destroyed the estate. Their search takes them
back to the 1940s when Harry, a former heir to Wharton Park, married his young society bride,
Olivia, on the eve of World War II. When the two lovers are cruelly separated, the impact will
be felt for generations to come. This atmospheric story alternates between the magical world of
Wharton Park and Thailand during World War II. Filled with twists and turns, passions and lies,
and ultimately redemption, The Orchid House is a beautiful, romantic, and poignant novel.
From the Sunday Times number one bestselling author Lucinda Riley, Atlas: The Story of Pa
Salt draws the multimillion-copy epic series The Seven Sisters to an unforgettable conclusion.
*Publishing Autumn 2022* *** Praise for The Seven Sisters series: 'The Seven Sisters series is
heart-wrenching, uplifting and utterly enthralling' - Lucy Foley 'Well researched and compelling
... on an epic scale' - Sunday Express 'There's something magical about these stories' - Prima
'Addictive storytelling' - Woman & Home 'A masterclass in beautiful writing' - Sun
“Plenty of twists, flashbacks, and a dash of romance keep the suspense high. For anyone
looking for a dose of palace intrigue or upper-crust scandal, Riley’s latest novel delivers on
both counts.” —Booklist “Chock full of shocking...this gripping novel is sure to keep Riley’s fans
and new readers alike turning pages.” —Publishers Weekly “Fans of mystery, royal family
intrigue, and even romance will enjoy this novel.” —Columbia Missourian In this suspenseful
and heart-pounding novel from New York Times bestselling author Lucinda Riley, an ambitious
young journalist unravels a dangerous mystery that threatens to devastate the British
monarchy. Note to readers: In the UK, this book is published under the title The Love Letter.
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Keeping secrets is a dangerous game. When Sir James Harrison, one the greatest actors of
his generation, passes away at the age of ninety-five, he leaves behind not just a heartbroken
family but also a secret so shocking, it could rock the English establishment to its core. Joanna
Haslam, an up-and-coming reporter, is assigned to cover the legendary actor’s funeral,
attended by glitzy celebrities of every background. But Joanna stumbles on something dark
beneath the glamour: the mention of a letter James Harrison has left behind—the contents of
which many have been desperate to keep concealed for over seventy years. As she peels
back the veil of lies that has shrouded the secret, she realizes that she’s close to uncovering
something deadly serious—and the royal family may be implicated. Before long, someone is on
her tracks, attempting to prevent her from discovering the truth. And they’ll stop at nothing to
reach the letter before she does. Full of salacious scandal, shocking twists, and captivating
romance, and written in Lucinda Riley’s signature “vividly drawn and lushly atmospheric” (RT
Book Reviews) prose, The Royal Secret is “a full-throttle escapist adventure” (Lancashire
Evening Post).
Amy Snow
Book Two
The Bane Chronicles
Book Three
The Seven Sisters
“Riley’s engaging and mesmerizing story of self-discovery and love...can be perfectly
read as a stand-alone. This book will appeal to readers of Edwardian novels and Jane
Austen-style fiction.” —Library Journal (starred review) “[Lucinda Riley] is a master of
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plotting…This substantial book is a surprisingly quick and easy read, with engaging
characters, a tantalizing glimpse of Edwardian society, and dual storylines that are
inventive and intriguing.” —Historical Novel Society In this spellbinding novel, two
independent women—separated by a hundred years but linked by forces larger than
themselves—discover the secrets of their birth in the spellbinding third book of an epic
series by New York Times bestselling author Lucinda Riley Star D’Aplièse is at a
crossroads in her life after the sudden death of her beloved father—the elusive
billionaire, affectionately called Pa Salt by his six daughters, all adopted from across the
four corners of the world. He has left each of them a clue to their true heritage, and
Star’s clue leads her to an antiquarian bookshop in London, and the start of a new
journey. A hundred years earlier, headstrong and independent Flora MacNichol vows
she will never marry. She is happy in her home in England’s picturesque Lake
District—just a stone’s throw away from her childhood idol, Beatrix Potter. But when
circumstances carry her to London, and into the home of one of Edwardian England’s
most notorious society hostesses, Alice Keppel, she finds herself a pawn in a larger
game; forced to choose between passionate love and duty to her family. That is, until a
meeting with a mysterious gentleman reveals answers Flora has been searching for…
Star’s voyage of discovery takes her deep into Flora’s remarkable story, and into her
own past. But the more she uncovers, the more Star begins to question herself, and her
place in the world. Ideal for fans of Downton Abbey and the historical fiction of Kate
Morton and Kristin Hannah, The Shadow Sister is the “perfect curl-up-in-an-armchair
read” (Daily Mail) for anyone who wants to travel through the lush English countryside
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and explore the lives and loves of the British aristocracy.
Forced to take her life in a new direction when an injury ends her ballet career, Emma
returns to her home in Australia and learns that she has inherited an isolated sheep
station from a late grandmother who would impart key lessons about love and
motherhood. Original.
A collection of eleven short stories, previously published online, that illuminate the life
of the enigmatic, flashy, and flamboyant High Warlock of Brooklyn, Magnus Bane, a
character in The Mortal Instruments series.
From the #1 international bestselling author of The Orchid House—an epic saga of two
remarkable women and two love stories spanning the years from 1920s India to modernday England. Spanning four generations, The Midnight Rose sweeps from the glittering
palaces of the great maharajas of India to the majestic stately homes of England,
following the extraordinary life of a remarkable girl, Anahita Chaval, from 1911 to the
present day . . . In the heyday of the British Raj, eleven-year-old Anahita, from a noble
but impoverished family, forms a lifelong friendship with the headstrong Princess
Indira, the privileged daughter of Indian royalty. As the princess’s official companion,
Anahita accompanies her friend to England just before the outbreak of WorldWar I.
There, she meets young Donald Astbury—reluctant heir to the magnificent, remote
Astbury Estate—and his scheming mother. Ninety years later, Rebecca Bradley, a young
American film star, has the world at her feet. But when her turbulent relationship with
her equally famous boyfriend takes an unexpected turn, she’s relieved that her latest
role, playing a 1920s debutante, will take her away from the glare of publicity to a distant
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corner of the English countryside. Shortly after filming begins at the now-crumbling
Astbury Hall, Ari Malik, Anahita’s great-grandson, arrives unexpectedly, on a quest for
his family’s past. What he and Rebecca discover begins to unravel the dark secrets that
haunt the Astbury dynasty . . . A multilayered, heartbreaking tale filled with
unforgettable characters caught in the sweep of history, The Midnight Rose is Lucinda
Riley at her most captivating and unforgettable.
I See You
An Echo of Scandal
The Shadow Sister
A Novel
Seven sisters. 2

Gathering at their Lake Geneva estate when their adoptive father passes away,
six sisters receive tantalizing clues about their true heritage, prompting Maia to
journey to Rio de Janeiro to learn the story of her parents' forbidden love. By the
best-selling author of The Orchid House.
An all-new historical mystery in this USA Today bestselling series featuring
beloved inquiry agents Lady Kiera Darby and her dashing husband, Sebastian
Gage. Argyll, Scotland. July 1832. After a trying few months in Edinburgh, Kiera
and her husband and investigative partner, Sebastian Gage, are eager to escape
to the Highlands with their three-month-old child. Kiera is overjoyed for her
cousin Rye and her detractor-turned-friend Charlotte who are being wed in a
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private ceremony at the estate of Rye’s great-uncle, the Marquess of Barbreck,
in what seems to be the perfect wedding party. But when Kiera is invited to
peruse Barbreck’s extensive art collection, she is disturbed to discover that one
of his most priceless paintings seems to be a forgery. The marquess’s furious
reaction when she dares to mention it leaves her shaken and the entire house
shocked. For it turns out that this is not the first time the word forgery has been
uttered in connection with the Barbreck household. Matters turn more ominous
when a maid from a neighboring estate is found murdered where the forged
painting hangs. Is her death connected to the forgeries, perhaps a grisly warning
of what awaits those who dare to probe deeper? With unknown entities aligned
against them, Kiera and Gage are forced to confront the fact that they may have
underestimated their opponent. For they are swiftly made to realize that
Charlotte’s and Rye’s future happiness is not the only issue at stake, and this
stealthy game of cat and mouse could prove to have deadly consequences.
From the breathtaking beaches of Thailand to the barely tamed wilds of colonial
Australia, The Pearl Sister is the fourth “brilliantly written” (Historical Novel
Society) novel in New York Times bestselling author Lucinda Riley’s epic Seven
Sisters series. “Fans of Kristin Hannah, Kate Morton, and Riley’s previous
novels will adore” (Booklist) this adventurous and moving story about two
women searching for a place to call home. CeCe D’Aplièse has always felt like an
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outcast. But following the death of her father—the reclusive billionaire
affectionately called Pa Salt by the six daughters he adopted from around the
globe—she finds herself more alone than ever. With nothing left to lose, CeCe
delves into the mystery of her origins. The only clues she holds are a black and
white photograph and the name of a female pioneer who once lived in Australia.
One hundred years earlier, Kitty McBride, a Scottish clergyman’s daughter,
abandons her conservative upbringing to serve as the companion to a wealthy
woman traveling from Edinburgh to Adelaide. Her ticket to a new land brings the
adventure she dreamed of and a love that she had never imagined. When CeCe
herself finally reaches the searing heat and dusty plains of the Red Centre of
Australia, something deep within her responds to the energy of the area and the
ancient culture of the Aboriginal people. As she comes closer to finding the truth
of her ancestry, CeCe begins to believe that this untamed, vast continent could
offer her what she never thought possible: a sense of belonging, and a home.
With Lucinda Riley’s signature “meticulous research and attention to detail”
(Booklist), The Pearl Sister is an immersive saga that “will keep readers glued to
the page” (RT Book Reviews).
Ally D'Aplièse is about to compete in one of the world's most perilous yacht
races, when she hears the news of her adoptive father's sudden, mysterious
death. Rushing back to meet her five sisters at their family home, she discovers
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that her father - an elusive billionaire affectionately known to his daughters as
Pa Salt - has left each of them a tantalising clue to their true heritage. Ally has
also recently embarked on a deeply passionate love affair that will change her
destiny forever. But with her life now turned upside down, Ally decides to leave
the open seas and follow the trail that her father left her, which leads her to the
icy beauty of Norway . . . There, Ally begins to discover her roots - and how her
story is inextricably bound to that of a young unknown singer, Anna Landvik,
who lived there over a hundred years before, and sang in the first performance
of Grieg's iconic music set to Ibsen's play 'Peer Gynt'. As Ally learns more about
Anna, she also begins to question who her father, Pa Salt, really was. And why is
the seventh sister missing?Following the bestselling The Seven Sisters, The
Storm Sister is the second book in Lucinda Riley's spellbinding series based
loosely on the mythology surrounding the famous star constellation.
The Seven Sisters 02. The Storm Sister
The Storm Sister: The Seven Sisters Book 2
The Shifting Fog
A Perilous Perspective
The Sun Sister
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING SERIES WITH OVER ONE MILLION
COPIES SOLD • The highly anticipated finale to the A Good Girl's Guide to
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Murder series, the instant bestsellers that read like your favorite true
crime podcast or show. By the end of this mystery series, you'll never think
of good girls the same way again... Pip is about to head to college, but she
is still haunted by the way her last investigation ended. She’s used to
online death threats in the wake of her viral true-crime podcast, but she
can’t help noticing an anonymous person who keeps asking her: Who will
look for you when you’re the one who disappears? Soon the threats
escalate and Pip realizes that someone is following her in real life. When
she starts to find connections between her stalker and a local serial killer
caught six years ago, she wonders if maybe the wrong man is behind bars.
Police refuse to act, so Pip has only one choice: find the suspect herself—or
be the next victim. As the deadly game plays out, Pip discovers that
everything in her small town is coming full circle . . .and if she doesn’t find
the answers, this time she will be the one who disappears. . .
A Most Anticipated Novel by PopSugar * Crime Reads * Goodreads * A true
crime blogger gets more than she bargained for while interviewing the
woman acquitted of two cold case slayings in this chilling new novel from
the New York Times bestselling author of The Sun Down Motel. In 1977,
Claire Lake, Oregon, was shaken by the Lady Killer Murders: Two men,
seemingly randomly, were murdered with the same gun, with strange notes
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left behind. Beth Greer was the perfect suspect—a rich, eccentric twentythree-year-old woman, seen fleeing one of the crimes. But she was
acquitted, and she retreated to the isolation of her mansion. Oregon, 2017.
Shea Collins is a receptionist, but by night, she runs a true crime website,
the Book of Cold Cases—a passion fueled by the attempted abduction she
escaped as a child. When she meets Beth by chance, Shea asks her for an
interview. To Shea’s surprise, Beth says yes. They meet regularly at Beth’s
mansion, though Shea is never comfortable there. Items move when she’s
not looking, and she could swear she’s seen a girl outside the window. The
allure of learning the truth about the case from the smart, charming Beth is
too much to resist, but even as they grow closer, Shea senses something
isn’t right. Is she making friends with a manipulative murderer, or are there
other dangers lurking in the darkness of the Greer house?
Grania Ryan returns home to Ireland and forms a close friendship with a
young girl whose family history is intertwined with Grania's own.
Winner of the UK’s Richard & Judy Search for a Bestseller Competition, this
page-turning debut novel follows an orphan whose late, beloved best friend
bequeaths her a treasure hunt that leads her all over Victorian England and
finally to the one secret her friend never shared. It is 1831 when eight-yearold Aurelia Vennaway finds a naked baby girl abandoned in the snow on the
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grounds of her aristocratic family’s magnificent mansion. Her parents are
horrified that she has brought a bastard foundling into the house, but
Aurelia convinces them to keep the baby, whom she names Amy Snow. Amy
is brought up as a second-class citizen, despised by Vennaways, but she
and Aurelia are as close as sisters. When Aurelia dies at the age of twentythree, she leaves Amy ten pounds, and the Vennaways immediately banish
Amy from their home. But Aurelia left her much more. Amy soon receives a
packet that contains a rich inheritance and a letter from Aurelia revealing
she had kept secrets from Amy, secrets that she wants Amy to know. From
the grave she sends Amy on a treasure hunt from one end of England to the
other: a treasure hunt that only Amy can follow. Ultimately, a life-changing
discovery awaits...if only Amy can unlock the secret. In the end, Amy
escapes the Vennaways, finds true love, and learns her dearest friend’s
secret, a secret that she will protect for the rest of her life. An abandoned
baby, a treasure hunt, a secret. As Amy sets forth on her quest, readers
will be swept away by this engrossing gem of a novel—the wonderful debut
by newcomer Tracy Rees.
The Light Behind the Window
The Moon Sister
The Angel Tree
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The Pearl Sister
The Seven Sisters of the Pleiades
When Zoe Walker sees her photo in the classifieds section of a London
newspaper, she is determined to find out why it's there. There's no
explanation: just a grainy image, a website address and a phone number.
She takes it home to her family, who are convinced it's just someone who
looks like Zoe. But the next day the advert shows a photo of a different
woman, and another the day after that. Is it a mistake? A coincidence? Or
is someone keeping track of every move they make ...
A gripping narrative of friendship and exploration, and an homage to
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, an unforgettable writer who touched the lives
of millions of readers, and who was able to see the world through the
eyes of a child. In the 1920s, long before he wrote The Little Prince,
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry was an accomplished pilot. Along with Jean
Mermoz and Henri Guillaumet, he was chosen to pioneer new mail routes
across the globe. No distance was too far and no mountain too high—each
letter had to reach its destination. The three friends soared through the
air, while back on solid ground, they dealt with a world torn apart by
wars and political factions.
The Murders at Fleat House is a suspenseful and utterly compelling crime
novel from the author of the multimillion-selling The Seven Sisters series,
Lucinda Riley. The sudden death of a pupil in Fleat House at St Stephen’s
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– a small private boarding school in deepest Norfolk – is a shocking event
that the headmaster is very keen to call a tragic accident. But the local
police cannot rule out foul play and the case prompts the return of highflying Detective Inspector Jazmine ‘Jazz’ Hunter to the force. Jazz has her
own private reasons for stepping away from her police career in London,
and reluctantly agrees to front the investigation as a favour to her old
boss. Reunited with her loyal sergeant Alastair Miles, she enters the
closed world of the school, and as Jazz begins to probe the circumstances
surrounding Charlie Cavendish’s tragic death, events are soon to take
another troubling turn. Charlie is exposed as an arrogant bully, and those
around him had both motive and opportunity to switch the drugs he took
daily to control his epilepsy. As staff at the school close ranks, the
disappearance of young pupil Rory Millar and the death of an elderly
classics master provide Jazz with important leads, but are destined to
complicate the investigation further. As snow covers the landscape and
another suspect goes missing, Jazz must also confront her personal
demons . . . Then, a particularly grim discovery at the school makes this
the most challenging murder investigation of her career. Because Fleat
House hides secrets darker than even Jazz could ever have imagined . . .
Ally D'Aplièse is about to compete in one of the world's most perilous
yacht races, when she hears the news of her adoptive father's sudden,
mysterious death. Rushing back to meet her five sisters at their family
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home, she discovers that her father - an elusive billionaire affectionately
known to his daughters as Pa Salt - has left each of them a tantalising
clue to their true heritage. Ally has also recently embarked on a deeply
passionate love affair that will change her destiny forever. But with her
life now turned upside down, Ally decides to leave the open seas and
follow the trail that her father left her, which leads her to the icy beauty
of Norway . . . There, Ally begins to discover her roots - and how her story
is inextricably bound to that of a young unknown singer, Anna Landvik,
who lived there over a hundred years before, and sang in the first
performance of Grieg's iconic music set to Ibsen's play 'Peer Gynt'. As Ally
learns more about Anna, she also begins to question who her father, Pa
Salt, really was. And why is the seventh sister missing? Following the
bestselling The Seven Sisters, The Storm Sister is the second book in
Lucinda Riley's spellbinding series based loosely on the mythology
surrounding the famous star constellation.
The Missing Sister
The storm sister [Spoken Word] [MP3 CD].
As Good as Dead
Be the First to Discover the Exhilarating Crime Novel from the Author of
the Bestselling The Seven Sisters Series
Wildflower Hill
The Angel Tree by Lucinda Riley is a compelling mystery of family
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secrets and forgotten pasts from the author of The Seven Sisters.
Thirty years have passed since Greta left Marchmont Hall, a grand and
beautiful house nestled in the hills of rural Monmouthshire. But when
she returns to the Hall for Christmas she has no recollection of her
past association with it – the result of a tragic accident that has
blanked out more than two decades of her life. Then, during a walk
through the wintry landscape, she stumbles across a grave in the
woods, and the weathered inscription on the headstone tells her that
a little boy is buried here . . . The poignant discovery strikes a
chord in Greta's mind and soon ignites a quest to rediscover her lost
memories. She begins to piece together the fragments of not only her
own story, but that of her daughter, Cheska, who was the tragic
victim of circumstances beyond her control. And, most definitely, not
the angel she appeared to be . . . *First published as Not Quite an
Angel under the name Lucinda Edmonds, now extensively rewritten*
An accomplished novel from a talented writer, Letters to the Lost is
a stunning, emotional love story. Iona Grey's prose is warm,
evocative, and immediately engaging; her characters become so real
you can't bear to let them go. I promised to love you forever, in a
time when I didn't know if I'd live to see the start of another week.
Now it looks like forever is finally running out. I never stopped
loving you. I tried, for the sake of my own sanity, but I never even
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got close, and I never stopped hoping either. Late on a frozen
February evening, a young woman is running through the streets of
London. Having fled from her abusive boyfriend and with nowhere to
go, Jess stumbles onto a forgotten lane where a small, clearly
unlived in old house offers her best chance of shelter for the night.
The next morning, a mysterious letter arrives and when she can't help
but open it, she finds herself drawn inexorably into the story of two
lovers from another time. In London 1942, Stella meets Dan, a US
airman, quite by accident, but there is no denying the impossible,
unstoppable attraction that draws them together. Dan is a B-17 pilot
flying his bomber into Europe from a British airbase; his odds of
survival are one in five. In the midst of such uncertainty, the one
thing they hold onto is the letters they write to each other. Fate is
unkind and they are separated by decades and continents. In the
present, Jess becomes determined to find out what happened to them.
Her hope—inspired by a love so powerful it spans a lifetime—will lead
her to find a startling redemption in her own life in this powerfully
moving novel.
In the dead of night, with blood on her hands, she made her escape.
Accused of murder, Alejandra flees her home, escaping to the southern
edge of Spain, where she faces a life of poverty and destitution.
Seduced by the power of the rich and the anonymity that waits across
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the water in Tangier, Ale makes a bid for a new start. But it will
come at a cost: a life of deception. Because Ale's new friends want
to know what she is running from, they want to know who she is and
whether they can trust her. Fifty years later, a young American
writer wanders the streets of Tangier, searching for inspiration.
When he stumbles across a trace of Ale's life, he finds himself
tangled in a story of scandal, love and danger that has not yet
reached its end.
AN INSTANT BESTSELLER! "The perfect escape for readers wanting to get
away."—Booklist "The Summer Getaway is a reflective and moving tale
of family ties."—New York Journal of Books One woman takes the
vacation of a lifetime in this poignant and heartwarming story about
the threads that hold a family together from #1 New York Times
bestselling author Susan Mallery. Single mom Robyn Caldwell needs a
new plan for her future. She has always put her family first. Now,
with her kids grown, she yearns for a change. But what can she do
when her daughter has become the most demanding bride ever, her son
won’t even consider college, her best friend is on the brink of
marital disaster and her ex is making a monumentally bad decision
that could ruin everything? Take a vacation, of course. Press reset.
When her great-aunt Lillian invites her to Santa Barbara for the
summer, Robyn hops on the first plane to sunny California. But it’s
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hard to get away when you’re the heart of the family. One by one,
everyone she loves follows her across the country. Somehow, their
baggage doesn’t feel as heavy in the sun-drenched, mishmash mansion.
The more time Robyn spends with free-spirited Lillian, the more
possibilities she sees—for dreams, love, family. She can have
everything she ever wanted, if only she can muster the courage to
take a chance on herself. Don’t miss Home Sweet Christmas, a witty
and heartfelt story of two friends who unexpectedly find the personand the place in which-they belong this Christmas by #1 New York
Times bestselling author Susan Mallery!
Atlas: the Story of Pa Salt
The Olive Tree
Book One
The Girl on the Cliff
The Finale to A Good Girl's Guide to Murder

CeCe D'Aplièse has never felt she fitted in anywhere. Following the death of her
father, the elusive billionaire Pa Salt - so-called by the six daughters he adopted
from around the globe and named after the Seven Sisters star cluster - she finds
herself at breaking point. Dropping out of art college, CeCe watches as Star, her
beloved sister, distances herself to follow her new love, leaving her completely
alone. In desperation, she decides to flee England and discover her past; the
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only clues she has are a black-and-white photograph and the name of a woman
pioneer who lived in Australia over one hundred years ago. En-route to Sydney,
CeCe heads to the one place she has ever felt close to being herself: the
stunning beaches of Krabi, Thailand. There amongst the backpackers, she meets
the mysterious Ace, a man as lonely as she is and whom she subsequently
realizes, has a secret to hide...A hundred years earlier, Kitty McBride, daughter of
an Edinburgh clergyman, is given the opportunity to travel to Australia as the
companion of the wealthy Mrs McCrombie. In Adelaide, her fate becomes
entwined with Mrs McCrombie's family, including the identical, yet very different,
twin brothers: impetuous Drummond, and ambitious Andrew, the heir to a
pearling fortune.When CeCe finally reaches the searing heat and dusty plains of
the Red Centre of Australia, she begins the search for her past. As something
deep within her responds to the energy of the area and the ancient culture of the
Aboriginal people, her creativity reawakens once more. With help from those she
meets on her journey, CeCe begins to believe that this wild, vast continent could
offer her something she never thought possible: a sense of belonging, and a
home...
Ally D'Apliese is about to compete in one of the world's most perilous yacht
races, when she hears the news of her adoptive father's sudden, mysterious
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death. Rushing back to meet her five sisters at their family home, she discovers
that her father - an elusive billionaire affectionately known to his daughters as Pa
Salt - has left each of them a tantalising clue to their true heritage. Ally has also
recently embarked on a deeply passionate love affair that will change her destiny
forever. But with her life now turned upside down, Ally decides to leave the open
seas and follow the trail that her father left her, which leads her to the icy beauty
of Norway ...There, Ally begins to discover her roots - and how her story is
inextricably bound to that of a young unknown singer, Anna Landvik, who lived
there over a hundred years before, and sang in the first performance of Grieg's
iconic music set to Ibsen's play 'Peer Gynt'. As Ally learns more about Anna, she
also begins to question who her father, Pa Salt, really was. And why is the
seventh sister missing?
A summer in Cyprus reveals many secrets in The Olive Tree, the number one
international bestseller from Lucinda Riley, author of the bestselling Seven
Sisters series. *This title is also published as Helena's Secret.* A magical house.
A momentous summer. It has been twenty-four years since a young Helena
spent a magical holiday in Cyprus, where she fell in love for the first time. When
the now crumbling house, 'Pandora', is left to her by her godfather, she returns to
spend the summer there with her family. Yet, as soon as Helena arrives at
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Pandora, she knows that its idyllic beauty masks a web of secrets that she has
kept from William, her husband, and Alex, her son. At the difficult age of thirteen,
Alex is torn between protecting his beloved mother, and growing up. And equally,
desperate to learn the truth about his real father . . . When, by chance, Helena
meets her childhood sweetheart, a chain of events is set in motion that threatens
to make her past and present collide. Both Helena and Alex know that life will
never be the same, once Pandora's secrets have been revealed . . . 'It will whisk
you away to the glorious sunshine of Cyprus . . . refreshingly different' - Daily
Express
Taking in the vineyards of New Zealand and the majestic landscape of Ireland,
The Story of the Missing Sister is the seventh instalment in Lucinda Riley's
multimillion-selling epic series The Seven Sisters.
Storm Sisters
The Book of Cold Cases
A Time for Hope
The Seven Sisters 03. The Shadow Sister
The Storm Sister
Experience the grandeur of the remote Scottish Highlands and Madrid in this
USA TODAY bestselling beautifully written...magical adventure (Woman s
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World) following two women connected across time and distance as they
search for the truth of their place in the world. Tiggy D Aplièse spends her
days reveling in the raw beauty of the Scottish Highlands, where she works at a
deer sanctuary. But when the sanctuary is forced to close, she decides to take a
job as a wildlife consultant on the vast estate of the elusive and troubled
Charlie Kinnaird. She has no idea that the move will not only irrevocably alter
her future, but also bring her face-to-face with her past. At the estate, she
meets Chilly, an elderly Romani man who fled from Spain seventy years earlier.
He tells her that not only does she possess a sixth sense passed down from her
ancestors, but it was foretold long ago that he would be the one to send her
back home. Back in 1912, in the poor Romani community outside the city walls
of Granada, Lucía Amaya-Albaycin is born. At the tender age of ten, Lucía is
whisked away by her ambitious father to dance in the flamenco bars of
Barcelona. And while Lucía perfects her skills̶eventually becoming the
greatest flamenco dancer of her generation̶tensions in Spain boil over into
civil war, forcing Lucía and her troupe of dancers to flee for their lives. As they
travel in search of a safe haven, Lucía s long-held dream of going to New York
may be in grasp. But to pursue it, she must choose between her love for her
career and the man she adores. A breathtaking adventure brimming with
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cruelty, tragedy, passion, [and] obsession (Lancashire Evening Post, UK), The
Moon Sister follows these two women on their journey to discover their true
destinies̶but at the risk of potentially losing the men they had hoped to build
futures with.
"Star D'Apliaese is at a crossroads in her life after the sudden death of her
beloved father--the elusive billionaire, affectionately called Pa Salt by his six
daughters, all adopted from across the four corners of the world. He has left
each of them a clue to her true heritage, and Star nervously decides to follow
hers, which leads her to an antiquarian bookshop in London, and the start of a
whole new world. A hundred years earlier, headstrong and independent Flora
MacNichol vows she will never marry. She is happy and secure in her home in
England's picturesque Lake District--just a stone's throw away from the
residence of her childhood idol, Beatrix Potter--when machinations lead her to
London, and the home of one of Edwardian society's most notorious society
hostesses, Alice Keppel"--Amazon.com.
Following on from the bestselling The Seven Sisters and The Storm Sister, The
Shadow Sister is the third book in Lucinda Riley's spellbinding series of love and
loss, loosely based on the mythology of the Seven Sisters star cluster. Star
D'Aplièse is at a crossroads in her life after the sudden death of her beloved
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father ‒ the elusive billionaire, named Pa Salt by his six daughters, all adopted
by him from the four corners of the world. He has left each of them a clue to
their true heritage, but Star ‒ the most enigmatic of the sisters ‒ is hesitant to
step out of the safety of the close relationship she shares with her sister CeCe.
In desperation, she decides to follow the first clue she has been left, which
leads her to an antiquarian bookshop in London, and the start of a whole new
world . . . A hundred years earlier, headstrong and independent Flora
MacNichol vows she will never marry. She is happy and secure in her home in
the Lake District, living close to her idol, Beatrix Potter, when machinations
outside of her control lead her to London, and the home of one of Edwardian
society's most notorious players, Alice Keppel. Flora is pulled between
passionate love and duty to her family, but finds herself a pawn in a game ‒
the rules of which are only known to others, until a meeting with a mysterious
gentleman unveils the answers that Flora has been searching for her whole life .
. . As Star learns more of Flora's incredible journey, she too goes on a voyage of
discovery, finally stepping out of the shadow of her sister and opening herself
up to the possibility of love. The epic multi-million selling series continues with
The Pearl Sister. 'Absolutely impossible to put down! The Seven Sisters books
just keep getting better and better' - Tracy Rees, author of Amy Snow
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"Ally D'Aplièse is about to compete in one of the world's most perilous yacht
races when she hears the news of her adoptive father's sudden, mysterious
death. Rushing back to meet her five sisters at their family home, she discovers
that her father--an elusive billionaire affectionately known to his daughters as
Pa Salt--has left each of them a tantalizing clue to their true heritage. But the
timing couldn't be worse: Ally had only recently fallen into a new and deeply
passionate love affair, but with her life now turned upside down, she decides to
leave the open seas and follow the trail that her father left her, which leads her
to the icy beauty of Norway... There, Ally begins to discover her roots and how
her story is inextricably bound to that of a young unknown singer, Anna
Landvik, who lived over a century before and sang in the first performance of
Grieg's iconic music set to Ibsen's play Peer Gynt. As Ally learns more about
Anna, she also begins to question who her father, Pa Salt, really was--and why
is the seventh sister missing?"--Amazon.
Book Four
Letters to the Lost
The Bestselling Story of Secrets and Love Under the Cyprus Sun
Friends Though All Seasons
Stories from Around the World
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An epic and transporting novel, the latest installment of the
“heart-wrenching, uplifting, and utterly enthralling” (Lucy
Foley, author of The Guest List) Seven Sisters series,
unravelling between the dazzling streets of modern-day New York
City and the breathtaking plains of 1940s colonial Kenya.
Electra d’Aplièse is a top model who seems to have it all:
beauty, fame, and wealth. But beneath the glittery veneer, she’s
cracking under all the pressure. When her father dies, she turns
to alcohol and drugs to ease the pain. As friends and colleagues
fear for her health, Electra receives a shocking letter from a
stranger who claims to be her grandmother. In 1939, New Yorker
Cecily Huntley-Morgan arrives in Kenya’s Lake Naivasha region
for the exciting chance to stay with her godmother, the famous
socialite Kiki Preston. But after a sheltered upbringing, she’s
astounded by the hedonistic antics of the other ex-pats in the
infamous Happy Valley set. Cecily soon grows to love her
stunning but complicated new home, and she even accepts a
proposal of marriage from an enigmatic older cattle farmer.
After a shocking discovery and with war looming, Cecily feels
isolated and alone. Until she meets a young woman in the woods
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and makes her a promise that will change the course of her life
forever. Featuring Lucinda Riley’s “engaging and mesmerizing”
(Library Journal, starred review) storytelling and filled with
unforgettable and moving characters, The Sun Sister explores how
love can cross seemingly impossible boundaries.
Ally D'Apliese is about to compete in one of the world's most
perilous yacht races when she hears the news of her adoptive
father's sudden, mysterious death. Rushing back to meet her five
sisters at their family home, she discovers that her father - an
elusive billionaire affectionately known to his daughters as Pa
Salt - has left each of them a tantalising clue to their true
heritage. Ally has also recently embarked on a deeply passionate
love affair that will change her destiny forever. But with her
life now turned upside down, Ally decides to leave the open seas
and follow the trail that her father left her.
Women treasure the support, loyalty, and laughter found in their
friendships--especially when they face the storms of life.
Whether purchased as a gift or for oneself, Storm Sisters is a
delightful journey on what it means to be a friend in all
seasons of life.
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A rich and engrossing story of love, passion, secrets, and lies
set in the gaiety, glamour, and grand country houses of post-war
Edwardian England.
The Royal Secret
The Murders at Fleat House
The Prince of the Skies
Star's Story
The Summer Getaway
From the multi-million copy international bestseller Lucinda Riley Note to Readers: This book is
also published under the title The Lavender Garden Unlocking the past is the key to the future
The present: Emilie de la Martinieres has always fought against her aristocratic background, but
after the death of her glamorous, distant mother, she finds herself alone in the world and sole
inheritor of her grand childhood home in the south of France. An old notebook of poems leads her
in search of the mysterious and beautiful Sophia, whose tragic love affair changed the course of
her family history. As Emilie unravels the story, she too embarks on her own journey of discovery,
realising that the chateau may provide clues to her own difficult past and finally unlock the future.
The past: London 1943. A young office clerk, Constance Carruthers, is drafted into the SOE,
arriving in occupied Paris during the climax of the conflict. Separated from her contact in her very
first hours in France, she stumbles into the heart of a wealthy family who are caught up in a
deadly game of secrets and lies. Forced to surrender her identity and all ties to her homeland and
her beloved husband, Constance finds herself drawn into a complex web of deception, the
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repercussions of which will affect generations to come. From the author of the international
bestseller, Hothouse Flower, Lucinda Riley's new novel is a breathtaking and intense story of
love, war and, above all, forgiveness. PRAISE FOR LUCINDA RILEY "Romantic fiction at its
most captivating" Lancashire Evening Post "Riley is talented ... will appeal to fans of historical
fiction, Kate Morton, and Helen Bryan" Booklist "Spellbinding storytelling" Choice Magazine "Riley
is quietly becoming a huge success story" Red Magazine
When Gabrielle Newman throws her cheating husband out, Stu cares more about the money than
the break-up, getting more than his fair share from their house sale. An unexpected bequest
offers Gabrielle a new start and she tries to leave the past behind, heading north with Dan
Monahan, the private investigator sent to find her. Meanwhile, Stu has got entangled with
organized crime in Eastern Europe and is desperate to pay his gambling debts. Gabrielle needs
Dan's help to protect herself and her inheritance. She's very attracted to Dan - but dare she trust
any man again? Then Stu tracks down his ex-wife and Gabrielle discovers just what the man she
once loved is capable of, as her life is threatened. Can she and Dan find a way to stop Stu and his
ruthless new friends?
The Midnight Rose
The Orchid House
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